
Announcing Two Great Events 

at Painshill Park in Cobham 
(the Spectacular Setting for TV’s Bridgerton) 

Tuesday 22nd June 
Guided Walk Around the Lake Followed by Cream Tea 

Sunday 29th August 
Afternoon Jazz and Picnic

If you don’t know Painshill it is a truly spectacular, Grade I Listed, 18th century landscape 
garden where you ‘walk around a work of art’. A stroll round the Serpentine Lake on 
accessible paths will take you past numerous beautiful vistas and allow you to view 

dramatically placed follies including the Ruined Abbey, Gothic Temple and Turkish Tent.  

Inspired by landscape painting, Painshill was created between 1738 and 1773, and over 
the years has been visited by numerous luminaries including John Adams, the 2nd US 
President, and Thomas Jefferson his successor. It was also a favourite spot of Queen 

Victoria and Prince Albert when they were staying at nearby Claremont House.  

Today, the charitable trust that manages Painshill is fortunate to have The Prince of Wales 
as its royal patron. This year, it is exactly 40 years since the trust began the long and 
costly restoration of Painshill Park to its original glory after it had fallen into disrepair.  

See the next page for details of our two forthcoming events



Guided Walk Around the Lake Followed by Cream Tea 
Tuesday 22nd June 

Led by an experienced Painshill guide, this gentle walk around the Serpentine Lake will enable you to 
take in a series of simply stunning views while discovering more about the garden’s history and its 

creator, the Honourable Charles Hamilton. The entire walk is on the flat, along wide accessible 
pathways. The tour lasts approximately 90 minutes and will be followed by a relaxing opportunity to get 

together and chat whilst seated at reserved tables under an open sided marquee overlooking the 
garden. A bottomless supply of tea will be provided, accompanied by a tasty scone with jam and cream.   

Arrive no later than 1.45pm to allow time to walk from the car park 


Guided Walk from 2.00pm to 3.30pm 


Cream Tea from 3.30pm onwards 


Cost £19.95pp    

Afternoon Jazz and Picnic
Sunday 29th August 

This relaxing Sunday afternoon event will take place in the Amphitheatre, a large oval lawn in the centre 
of the Park cocooned all round by banks of trees. Musical entertainment will be provided by the Sarah 
Jane Eveleigh Jazz Quartet who have built a strong reputation in and around the south east over the 

past few years with their exciting and varied repertoire and captivating performances. Led by Sarah Jane 
Eveleigh, a passionate vocalist and storyteller with a mastery of jazz timing, the band features a talented 
line-up including dynamic jazz pianist Andy Walls, accomplished double bass player Mike Bennett and 
respected drummer Andrew Eveleigh. They will entertain with array of jazz and Latin standards as well 

as reworkings of some contemporary classics. 

They will play two 60 minute sets, the first from 1.00pm – 2.00pm and the second from 3.00pm – 4.00pm 
with an hour’s break during which a leisurely picnic and convivial conversation can be enjoyed. 

Bring your own chairs and picnic. In the unlikely event that you run out of liquid refreshment, a prosecco 
van and mobile bar will be on hand to provide emergency back-up supplies! 

It is a bit of a walk from the entrance to the amphitheatre so we have obtained exclusive use of a shuttle 
buggy to ferry all members not wishing to proceed on foot. 

Arrive from 12.00 noon to allow time to get seated in the amphitheatre 


Performances: 1.00pm – 2.00pm and 3.00pm – 4.00pm 


Cost £8.50pp 

We do hope you will join us for these fantastic post-lockdown events! 

To reserve your places please email Jackie at: jackie.m@tscc.org.uk as soon as possible and make 
your payments in the normal way. If you pay by bank transfer, please enter the reference PHWALK

or PHJAZZ as appropriate. 


